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SUMMARY

The root system of iarrah (Eucalyptus marginata
Sm.) was investigated by soil excavation. It was found
to consist of a dense lateral and feeder root system in
the top 0.9 m ofsoil, with a secondary dense layer of
feeder roots at considerable depth near the water
table. The two systems were connected by vertical
sinker roots with little branching. The deep feeder
root system maintained supplies of moisture to the
tree in the dry summer period. It is suggested that the
secondary feeder root system is r.rnlikely to be affect-
ed by the patj;ogen Phytophthora cinnamomi Rands
because of its depth, and that mortality in jarrah
attacked by this organism is therefore not due to a
drousht effect.



INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study was to further the know-
ledge of the root system of jarrah (Eucalyptus mar-
ginata Sm.). Jarrah has been the subject of several
eco-physiological studies. Doley (1q67) investigated
the water relationshjps of a single vigorous jarrah-pole
under forest conditions in late spring and summer. He
concluded that hea.lthy jarrah ireei in lareriric soils
suffered diurnal moisture srress due [o hieh trans.
piration potential rarher rhan l.o the depletion of soil
water. Grieve and Hellmuth ( iq68 ) clasied jarrah and
malli (Euca.lpyfrts calophylla R.Br.) among species
having r well developed taproot. The same authon
found lhat jarrah does not have l.he abil ity to restdct
transpiration in time of water stress. Grieve (1956),
investigating the transpiration of Westem Australian
sclerophyllous plants, concluded that jarrah was pro-
digal in its use of water and showed a hieh rate of
water usage in summer. He considered adeqriate water
to be available to jarrah even in late summer because
of its deep root system.

Further evidence that the species has a very deep
rcot system came from soil moisture measurements
around pole stands in the Dwellingup area (88 km
south-soutl-east of Perth). Moisture in the upper
0.5 m of soil in these stands reached wilting point by
later December or early January. The same stage of
depletion was reached at 5 m by late March. The
trees in t}Ie study area showed no visible signs of
stress under these conditions. despite the evidence
that they were likely to be transpiring freely.

The studies cited above were used in predicting the
type of root system likely to be found in larrah. The
invesl.igation was carried out in the most common
soil type of tlle northern jarrah forest, th€ pisolitic
gravel of lareri l. ic origin. The complere soil profi le is
varied. but the general prohle description in Table I
indicates the rooting medium for jarrah.

TABLE I

Prof e ofTypical Jarrah Forest Lateritic Soil

The white kaolinitic clay layer may reach great
depths, but root extension would be limited by the
water table level. The depth from soil surface to watqr
table varies considerably: the only data available are
from a gully head ar Dwellingup. showing a deprh of
20 m, and a kaolinite pit in a valley at Jarrahdale,
with a depth of approximately 15 m.

All the soil horizons appear permeable to roots,
including the massive laterite layer which is generally
rssureo.

METHOD

As evidence pointed to a very deep root system,
excavation ofthe complete roots of an individual tree
was considered impracticable.

Three different sites were investigated by excava-
l. ion and sampled to cover the ran{e of soil deprh.

Site I was ll km south"east of Dwellingup, where
three jarrah poles in deep laterit ic soil on fairly steep
slopes were selected. T-he toD 1.2 m ot soil were
removed to form a trench on the downhill side of
each tree. Excavation was extensive enoueh to allow
a side view of the top one metre of the hajor rool.
system. During excavalion 30 x 30 x 7.5 cm soil
samples were taken in a vertical sequence.

Site 2 was 10 km west of Dwellingup. The exposed
root systems of two windthrownjarrah trees, formerly
embedded in shallow soil overlying clay, were mea-
sured and sketched to show the distribution of the
sinker roots.

Site 3 was the Jarrahdale open-cut bauxite mine,
48 km south-east of Perth. To allow sampling of the
1.2 to 4-3 m level, a grid with 0.61 x 0.75 m spacing
was laid out on the vertical face and samples. each
with a volume of 9.400 cm3. were taken at rhe inter-
cepts. Further samples were obtained from the kaol-
inite zone in a deep pit on the mine site, The bottom
of the pit was waiei filled. The 30 x 30 x 2.5 cm
samples were taken at 0.3 m intervals vertically and
0.6 m interyals horizontally, on the vertical face.

Roots were extracted from all the soil samples and
grouped into two classes - those with diameters less
than, and those with diamete$ greater than,3 mm.
They were over dried and then weighed. All root
weights were expressed in kilograms pir cubic metre
o[soil. The results are shown in Table 2.

. RESULTS

The results indicate that jarrah has a dense lateral
root system confined to the gravel zone above the
massive laterite layer. Beneath this a well-developed
sinker root system penetrates to considerable depths
and develops into a secondary l lne root system itthe
clay immediately above the water tabie. Figure 1
shows lhis arrangement diagrammatically. but only a
small proportion of the feeder roots. are shown.

Depth
(Metres) Soil Type

0 0.07

0.07 - 1.2

3.3 - t2

l2+

Very daik grey gmvelly sand. G.avel 6\yo.

Yellow-brown gravelly, sandy loam. Cravej
80%. Occasional lateri te boulders at lo\arr
depths.

Vassive lalerite rock tduricrus . frequenu)
l lssured. or as massive boulden a few merrrr
in diameter.

Yellowish clay€y sand.

Yellowish sandy clay, becoming mottled at
depth.

White kaolinitic clay.
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FIGURE I : Diagram of a jarrah root system.



I fhc sur[.c oflhc c\cdvati.. was c\posed somc yem 40 rnd nrny llne roots
hrd !n,loubtedly roltcd rsay. so thcs. rosulli may bc los.

i+ All roots \r.re lc$ lhan l2 mh dirnctrr.

Dense concentrations of fine feeder roots in the
top 0.9 m of gravel, and in the few metres of clay
above the water table, were evident. These two absorb-
ing root masses were linked by the sinker roots,
through a zone which had a much poorer d€velop-
ment of f ine feeder roots.

The Surface Root System

Figure 2 illustrates the larger roots of the four
jarrah poles investigated. They exiibited a variety of
forms which were probably due to the influence of
steep slopcs, boulders in the soil, and a shallow gravel
layer. The tendency for the larger lateral roots to
extend to one side of the rootstock in Figures 2a, b
and c was due to slope, the larger roots occurring on
the uphill side of the tree. The generally flattened
nature of the lateral system in Figure 2d was due to
shallowness ofsoil.

Two main types of root occurred in all four trees.
The large lateral roots left the rootstock and con-
tinued almost parallel to the soil surface. The smaller
sinker roots (up to 4 cm diameter) descended verti-
cally into the soil. Differentiation into laterals and
sinken was most obvious in the tree growing over
heaqr clay at shallow depth (Figure 2d). The lateral
roots were restricted to the top 0.5 m of gravel. At
this depth a rapid change to white kaolinitic clay took
place. Numerous sinker roots entered the clay, but no
laterals did.

Sinker roots appeared limited in their distribution.
They were generally located within one metre of the
rootstock; the most distant was 3 m, but this appeared
to be unusual. The fine feeder roots were most
numerous in thc top 0.3 m of gravel, decreasing
rapidly with depth to 1.2 m. Below this the number
remained fairly uniform, being approximately 5% of
that found in the top 0.3 m.
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FIGURE 2: Rootstocks from four jorrah poles.
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The Intermediate Root System.

The intermediate root system extended from a
depth of about one metre (equivalent to the top of
the massive latedte layer) to the secondary feeder
roots, a few metres above the water table, It was
primarily a downward extension of the sinker roots,
The main sinken were between 6 and 12 mm dia-
meter and passed through fissures in the massive
laterite layer. Several roots were frequently found
using one fissure, resulting in a clumping of root
distribution which penisted with depth. Samples
collected in this zone were consequently very variable
and nearly half contained few or no roots.

The Deep Root System

A proliferation of the sinker roots into a secondary
fine root syst€m atlcorisiderablerdepth is shown by the
r€sults in Table 2. This system was only found near
the presumed water table. The area sampled had been
exposcd for a number of yean and the roots were
extensively rotted. It is thus likely that estimates of
weight were low, particularly for the finer roots.

The larger roots (over 3 mm diameter) were well
distdbuted throughout the samples. The fine roots
were concentrated in flattened masses in cracl$ in tlle
massive kaolinitic clay. Sampling was confined to a
zone between water level and l 2 m above. Maximum
root development was found 0.6 to 0.9 m above
water level and. decreased rapidly above and below
this level.

DISCUSSION

The importance of the secondary fine root system
found near the water table b€comes aDDarent when
lhe rapid decline in moisture to wilt ing point in rhe
surface soil in early summer is considered. It is this
secondary root svstem on which the tree relies for

its summer moisture supply and which permits jarrah
to transpire relatively freely, even during periods of
high temperature and low humidity.

The sparse and uneven distribution of fine roots in
the zone between the surface and secondary systems
suggests that this region is a relatively unimportant
moisture source to the tree.

Cerlain implications arise from lhis srudy wirh
respect to the effects of Phytophthora cinnamomi
on jarrah. It is the surface feeder root system which
is destroyed by the pathogen. These roots appear
relatively unimportant for moisture uptake during the
period of greatest demand. The assumption that
infected jarrah dies from drought is therefore ques-
tionable. The possibility of the deep root system
becoming infected by P. cinnamomi is extremely
remote. Soil temperatures at the depths to which the
secondary root system extends are likely to be below
those necessary for active fungal growtl. In two years
measurements at Dwellingup the soil temperature at
5.2 m never exceeded 15oC. The lower cdtical temD-
e r at u res for mycelial growth and sporangial production
of P. cinnsmomi are l2oC and 15'C respectively.
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